Enhancement of Gold Nanoparticle Coupling with a 2D Plasmonic Crystal at High Incidence Angles.
2D nanoplasmonic substrates excited in transmission spectroscopy are ideal for several biosensing, metamaterial, and optical applications. We show that their excellent properties can be further improved with plasmonic coupling of Au nanoparticles (AuNPs) on gold-coated nanodisk arrays excited at large incidence angles of up to 50°. The Bragg modes (BM) thereby strongly couple to AuNP immobilized on the plasmonic substrate due to shorter decay length of the plasmon at higher incidence angles, leading to a further enhanced field between the AuNP and the plasmonic substrate. The field was highest and two hotspots were created at orthogonal positions for AuNP located close to the corner of the Au film and Au nanodisk, which was also observed for AuNP dimers. Hybridization between single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) immobilized on the surface of the AuNPs and the capture ssDNA on the gold-coated nanodisk arrays led to at least a 5-fold signal improvement and a 7-fold lower limit of detection at 7 pM for ssDNA-functionalized AuNPs at large incident angles. Thus, we demonstrate that higher field strength can be accessed and the significant advantages of working with high incidence angles with AuNP on a 2D plasmonic crystal in plasmonic sensing.